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Canadians Scrimping on Car
Maintenance, Dealer Share Down

SEPTE

Affinia Unveils New
Part-Ordering Website
Affinia Global Brake &
Chassis has re-launched
Affinia Online, the
company’s parts ordering
system. Affiniaonline.com
now features a streamlined ordering process,
a time-saving “Quick
Order” feature, and a
shopping cart feature that
allows users to view which
distribution facilities have
the parts they need, enter
a purchase order number,
and add special shipping
instructions to the order.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.
4
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J.D. Power and Associates research results show
that Canadians spent less on car repairs this
year than they did last year, putting hard numbers to industry assumptions that car owners in
this country are putting off maintenance.
According to the J.D. Power and Associates
2009 Canadian Customer Commitment Study,
average annual expenditures on vehicle maintenance and repair services have declined by
approximately 7% from 2008.
The study found that average annual spending on vehicle maintenance and repair services
declined to $856 in 2009, from $920 in 2008.
Furthermore, the proportion of customers who
say they “go to the cheapest place I can find for
service” has increased to 23% from 17% in 2008.
“In a difficult economy, vehicle owners seem
to be delaying what they perceive to be nonessential maintenance or seeking out the lowest-cost option,” says Darren Slind, senior director and Canadian automotive practice leader
at J.D. Power and Associates. “In the long run,
this may prove more costly in terms of vehicle
reliability, but in the short term, consumers are
dealing with other spending priorities.”
The study also finds that new car dealers
continue to lose market share to aftermarket
service providers. Overall, aftermarket providers now account for 59% of the estimated $11.2
billion annual service market for vehicles that
are between three and 12 years old, up from
57% in 2008.
“While a two-percentage-point shift may
not seem substantial, this equates to more
than $220 million in lost revenue annually
for dealers,” says Slind. “Given declining new
vehicle sales—which are down more than
16% in Canada so far this year—dealers must
rely more than ever on their service and parts
operations. We expect that dealers will fight
back aggressively in the coming year to recapture this lost market share.”

The study, redesigned for
2009, provides a measure of
the service behaviours, satisfaction and loyalty of owners of three- to 12-year-old
vehicles. Overall customer
satisfaction is determined by
examining five key factors of
the service experience: the
process of getting the vehicle
in for service; service advisor
performance; service facility;
quality of work performed;
and the process of vehicle
return/pick-up. The study
examines customer satisfaction with service at both newcar dealerships and after-market facilities.
In addition to reports of
declining expenditures, the study also names
those survey providers who perform best in the
eyes of the consumer.

NAPA Autopro Tops List in
Customer Satisfaction

A

ccording to the J.D. Power and Associates
2009 Canadian Customer Commitment

Study, NAPA Autopro ranks highest in satisfying
automotive service customers in Canada, receiving an overall index score of 876 on a 1,000-point
scale.
NAPA Autopro performed particularly well in
service initiation, service advisor, work quality, and
vehicle return. OK Tire (858) and Pennzoil service
outlets (851) followed in the rankings.
Last year’s leader, Certigard, registered an index
of 843, ranking fourth.
It is also notable that the “Independent” category,
which is an amalgam of all responses that do not
relate to a specific brand or banner, would have
ranked third with an index of 854.
At the segment level, aftermarket providers
tended to perform well in the areas of service
initiation (including ease of scheduling visit and
timeliness of vehicle drop-off) and vehicle return
(including timeliness and explanation of work and
charges), while new car dealers performed well in
the quality of their facilities (convenience, comfort,
cleanliness, etc.).
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• 100% Scorched - no Break-In-Required
• High Content of Ceramic Fibers
• Chamfered, Slotted and Shimmed
ProMax, leading the way in aftermarket
friction products!
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Synthetic Mythbusters
Winner
The August winner of
the Jobber News Synthetic
Mythbusters quiz
presented by Castrol
is Gordon Eyahpaise,
Fountain Tire Ponoka in
Ponoka, Alta. He will be
receiving a Castrol Prize
pack courtesy Wakefield
Canada, distributors of
Castrol products. See this
month’s quiz on page
26 for your last chance
to win!
g

g

Once again, the “Evening at the Ballpark” proved to be a successful if intimate event.
This year, the evening trek to Buffalo, N.Y. to take in some
Buffalo Bison minor league ball and raise funds for the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society of Canada added another few thousand
to the cumulative total, now at nearly $10,000 in just three years.
Co-organizers John Pedersen, T&H Auto Electric, Eric Leibovitz,
Fenwick Automotive, and Andrew Ross, Jobber News Magazine,
were all pleased with the funds raised and thanked everyone who
took the time to attend and especially those who simply made
donations to the cause.

The Dick Hunt Memorial Hits 19 Years

g

Hella Expands
Headlamp Coverage
for Late Model
European Cars
Hella, Inc. has
significantly expanded its
OE Lighting Spare Parts
Program with the
addition of over 50
replacement headlamp
parts. The new parts
cover late-model Audi,
BMW, Mercedes-Benz,
Volvo and Volkswagen
models.

An annual summer tradition, the Dick Hunt Memorial Tournament,
once again raised funds for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
in the name of former Fenwick Automotive employee Dick Hunt,
in whose name the company sponsors the tournament.
In the 19-year history of the event a cumulative total of some
$25,000 has been raised.
Presided over by Jerry Stevens in the name of the B12 Booster
Club, the charity golf tournament was once again held at Hidden
Lake Golf and Country Club in Burlington, Ont.
Continued on page 8
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New Holley
Tech Service Hours
Holley Performance
Products recently
announced extended
hours of operation for its
technical service department. The new technical
service hours now include
Saturdays from 9:00a.m.
to 5:00p.m. CST as well
as the normal 8:00a.m.
to 5:00p.m. CST Monday
through Friday. The
Saturday hours are being
added to offer their
services during the time
when many consumers
and shops are installing
their products.

Activant, R. L. Polk & Co. to Offer
New Parts Demand Intelligence
Solution for Aftermarket
Manufacturers, Distributors

Activant Solutions Inc. and R. L. Polk & Co.
are developing on aftermarket industry parts
demand solution integrating vehicle data with
daily electronic catalogue transactions.
The new Activant Vista Replacement Rate
Analysis will be available beginning this fall to
aftermarket businesses seeking to optimize the
efficiency of their manufacturing, marketing,
inventory, and sales practices.
“A distributor or jobber using this new
solution will be able to make stocking decisions taking into consideration not only which
parts are being looked up and sold in their
market area but also the size of the sales
opportunity given the number of corresponding vehicles registered within their market,”
says Tom Aliotti, senior vice-president of the
Activant automotive business. “This solution
helps users make fact-based inventory decisions
rather than educated guesses before deploying
precious capital.”
The companies will integrate Polk’s
National Vehicle Population Profile (NVPP)
and Trucking Industry Profile (TIPNet) data
for class 1 through 6 vehicles with the Webbased Activant Vista market intelligence solution, which captures and analyzes an extensive nationwide database of daily electronic
catalogue lookups by part number and vehicle
platform. The new Activant Vista Replacement
Rate Analysis will be the industry’s first independent solution offering detailed regional and national views of parts consumption
within a given application and corresponding
vehicle population.

SAE International Authorized
by IACET as CEU Provider for
Engineering Professionals

SAE International’s status as an authorized
provider of continuing education units
(CEUs) has been renewed by the International Association for Continuing Education and
Training (IACET). The recognition extends
for five years.
As a result, SAE International can continue to provide IACET-approved CEUs to participants who successfully complete a course
from its professional-development catalogue
of seminars and academies. Select e-seminars
and Webinars also apply. Courses are targeted
to professionals in the mobility engineering
industry. Earning CEUs also benefit professional engineers who want to maintain their
licenses.
To become authorized by IACET, SAE
International demonstrated adherence to
the American National Standards Institute/
IACET 1-2007 standard addressing the design,
development, administration, and evaluation
of lifelong learning programs. For more information about SAE International’s professional
8
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development program, visit http://mylearn.
sae.org.

University of the Aftermarket Adds
11 Popular Online Courses Now
Available During Fall Term

The University of the Aftermarket will offer
11 popular automotive and heavy duty management courses through its online Distance
Learning program this fall.
Registration is now open for each of the
following six-week online courses: Aftermarket
Policies and Procedures (AAM 212),
Principles of Marketing (MKT 208), Heavy
Duty Management and Heavy Duty Vehicle
Technology (HDM 110), Parts Management
(AM 360), Finance & Insurance (AM 362),
Dealership Management (AM 461), Principles
of Management (MGT 230), HR Management
(MGT 310), Applied Management (MGT
312,), Strategic Planning (MGT 480), and
E-Commerce (MKT 450).
For additional information please visit www.
universityoftheaftermarket.com or call (800)
551-2882.

APPOINTMENTS

Eastern Catalytic has named Michael
Dougherty as its national sales manager. The
announcement was made by George Schafer,
president of Eastern Manufacturing.
Beck/Arnley announces Paul Farwick has
joined the company as its new vice-president
of sales. In this position, Farwick leads sales
growth across all channels of distribution in
Canada, the U.S., and export markets. In addition to its traditional aftermarket customer
base, Farwick is responsible for sales to Beck/
Arnley’s OE customers, as well as sales to other
manufacturers.
Toyota has announced the appointment of
Kazue Sasaki to president of Toyota Industrial
Equipment Mfg., Inc., the U.S. manufacturing
plant for Toyota lift trucks sold in Canada,
effective immediately. In addition, he is now
president of Toyota Industries North America,
Inc., a holding company, and a director of the
Toyota Material Handling, U.S.A., Inc. board
of directors.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited announced
the promotion of Tom Yamaguchi to president
effective July 1, 2009. Mr. Yamaguchi previously served as vice-president and is a 14-year
veteran of NGK Spark Plugs Co., Ltd. He also
served as assistant to the president in the NGK
U.S.A. office from 2006 until his transfer to
Canada in 2007.
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2009
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I-CAR International Negotiating
Agreement with Automotive Industries
Association of Canada

T

raining provider I-CAR International,
the Inter-industry Conference on Auto
Collision Repair, has announced that it will
enter into negotiations with the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada (AIA) to
reach an agreement under which AIA would
be licensed to provide I-CAR training in
Canada in the future.
In 2008, the I-CAR International board of
directors established a task force of Canadian
collision industry leaders to support the
board’s effort to find an appropriate solution
to ensure that the Canadian inter-industry
would have continued access to I-CAR products after I-CAR closes its current U.S.-based
regional operation.
In 2009, this work continued. At I-CAR’s
30th Annual Industry Conference, as a result
of the work of the task force and a rigorous
proposal evaluation process, the I-CAR board
of directors directed I-CAR staff to work with
AIA in an effort to establish a solution that
would meet the demands of the Canadian collision inter-industry for continued access to
I-CAR training.
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“Throughout the past year, the voice of
the Canadian industry has been clear — there
is a continued need and demand for I-CAR
training,” says I-CAR president and CEO John
Edelen. “We are glad to have reached this
point in the process, and to have the potential
to work with AIA on a solution that is the right
solution to ensure that I-CAR training remains
viable and accessible in Canada.”
Marc Brazeau, AIA president, is also happy
to have reached this step in the process. “AIA
is committed to the long-term well-being of
the collision sector in Canada and training,
in this highly complex field, is essential to
maintaining professionalism. We are hopeful
that the next stage of discussions will result
in a mutually beneficial agreement that will
set the stage for I-CAR training in Canada for
many years to come.”
“We are looking forward to working with
AIA to achieve a solution that is right for
Canada,” says Edelen.

BODYSHOP
NEWS

Mitchell International
Partners with Thatcham
Mitchell International,
Inc. recently announced
a partnership with
Thatcham, the leading
authority in collision
repair research for
European and Asian
nameplates. This
partnership marks the
first time Thatcham’s
fully researched,
proprietary repair
methodologies will be
offered in the
North American collision
repair market.

9
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MARKET
TRACKER

Visibility Products Market

Requires Sharp Focus
By David Halpert

D

rivers who can’t see, can’t drive safely.
Together, lighting and wiper blades systems
are two product categories that are expected to

see increased sales in the coming months, but
whether or not your store gets its share depends
on your approach.

WIDER PRODUCT COVERAGE

For Automotive, Commercial, Recreational and

10
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Wiper blades are one of the most important safety items on a vehicle. Consumers view
them positively because they’re relatively low
cost items, easy for them to install, and give them
the peace of mind of knowing they’ve taken the
extra effort to ensuring they can see the road
ahead when driving gets sloppy.
“Leading industry studies indicate that consumers only change their blades every two years
or so. Trico and other leading wiper manufacturers all recommend changing blades every six
months,” says Randy Chupka, marketing manager for Gates Canada.
Chupka says that there is an extensive array
of displays, literature and POP materials to help
you and your trade customers build wiper business.
In addition to the standard windshield wiper
replacement, jobbers should remember that
rear wipers and the advent of beam blades and
other upgrades can all generate added sales for
the category.
And, as a piece of added advice, jobbers
should pay attention to the weather: “When it is
raining or snowing place their mobile displays
of wiper blades in the high traffic areas of the
stores,” he says.
“[Jobbers] should advise customers that
bracketless technology is the way the market is
going, and that 40 per cent of new U.S. domestic
vehicles will be equipped with bracketless blades
by 2010,” says Tom Vasis, product manager, wiper

onal and Farm...

blade systems for Bosch, “This gives motorists
driving these new vehicles improved driving
visibility in snow, mist, drizzle, and heavy rain.
Virtually every motorist can have the same driving advantages by installing the latest bracketless
blades.
“It’s also good to remind customers that as
windshields become eroded over time from
road grime, premium wiper blades, such as those
offered by Bosch, will do a better job of keeping
windshields clean than many OEM blades. Also,
new blade assemblies generally perform better
than just replacing the insert alone, because the
brackets on original blades generally wear, and
do not support the insert as well over time.”
For those looking for new opportunities in
the lighting market, the addition of heavy duty
items has always remained an option. Jobbers
have long relied on the walk-in trade from the
owner/operator, but real volume comes from
the fleet.
However, it is a market that requires a little
shoe leather.
“The thing about a service garage is that
he’s got flashing neon signs, a parking lot,
advertising, co-op programs. He’s got a lot of
things tying him to the jobber or the WD or the
program group. When you talk about a commercial fleet, he kind of hides his fleet,” says
Mac Gregory, manager of aftermarket sales for
Peterson Manufacturing.
Continued on page 12

P E T E R S O N’S
T H E O N E.
From self-service to commercial customers, you can meet all your
vehicle safety lighting and accessory needs with a single source:
Peterson. Our up-front Plan-a-grams are packed with America’s
best sellers. Our back-counter coverage is the widest, deepest in
the business. And our order-fill reliability is unmatched. Partner
with the company that’s got you covered better, front to back.
PETERSON’S THE ONE.

PETERSON
www.pmlights.com
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Continued from page 11

Because in Lighting Quality Matters
Upgrade... your image with accessories, auxiliary lamps, and upgrade
kits from Hella.
Repair... your misfortunes with OE-quality collision parts for cars such
as replacement lighting from Hella
Perform... at your optimum standards with Hella.
We’ll help you do it all!
Hella, Inc. - Canada
1.877.224.3552
www.hellacanada.com
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“He’s got shrubs on the edges of his yard so
that his vehicles aren’t an eyesore to the community, or he might be in an industrial area where
there really isn’t a lot else other than that type of
business.”
While the jobber’s territory is more local than
most heavy-duty distributors, it’s a good idea to be
aware if your community is centred around particular industries where a lot of heavy-duty trucks
and trailers are required (e.g. logging, mining,
trailer parks, etc.).
“You have to understand what’s going on
around you and not just keep looking at the
service dealer network out there. You have to
take a look at other businesses. Say, for
example, you’re running eight, 10, or 15
miles to deliver a set of shock absorbers
to someone and you pass X number of
small fleets on the way. Some of them
can’t afford to have their own mechanic.
They take their vehicle somewhere to get
them fixed.”
To paraphrase: you may be driving
right past potential customers every day
without realizing it. And sometimes that
business potential drives by you.
“The beauty of that business’s vehicle
is when you’re sitting at a stoplight and
look at the other vehicles on the road. If
it’s a commercial vehicle it’s likely going
to have on its side the company’s name,
address and, typically, its phone number.
It’s all there.”
In general, lighting products also have
the advantage of attracting customers
with their radiant displays, another feature that’s often highlighted as good
merchandising. One of the ways Hella
Inc. differentiates itself from other companies is through its use of customizable
displays for its products, allowing jobbers
to optimize their store space without having to resort to one-size-fits-all solutions.
“In the past we used to have a general
program for jobbers; nowadays our offers
are a bit more customized. If a customer
calls and he would like to have a two-footby-two foot display, then we do a two-footby-two foot display for him, instead of us
having one type of display to fit everyone,” says Alfredo de la Vega, marketing
manager for Hella Inc. He says that it’s a
little more expensive for them to go this
route, but can be a more efficient use of
space and resources.
Whether your visibility category
is focused on wipers and replacement
bulbs or has the added components for
the heavy-duty customer and the enthusiast looking to improve the lighting
on their vehicle, it pays to spend some
energy looking at how it best fits into
your business.
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SALES TRAINING

Selling Tips:

Cooling System Components
Belts and Hoses and Beyond
I

t seems that the combination of the temperature control
market and the belts and hoses market are among the
most easily forgotten by the consumer—until something goes
wrong, that is.
From the relatively harmless squeal of a slipping belt to the
silent but far more dramatic bursting of a radiator hose, underhood rubber products are among the most misunderstood of
automotive components.
And what your customers don’t know can hurt them.
The simple fact is that in today’s world, the technology of
the rubber products you will find under the hood make it nearly impossible to rely on visual inspection alone. And, in those
cases where visual inspection might be helpful, on a timing belt
for example, the technician has to get to work on sometimes
hard-to-reach cover bolts with a ratchet just to get a glimpse.
Which is as good a place as any to start talking specifics, as
there are in fact two basic types of belts: those you can see, and
those you can’t.

Tip #2

Tip #1

Tip #4

Most technicians and counterpeople know the different types
of drive belts—v-belt, poly-v, etc.—and timing belts, but the
consumer may not be so familiar with their function or what
goes into their construction. Everyone involved in communicating to the consumer should take the time to explain the
maintenance each belt requires.
Car owners should be reminded how important it is to have
their belts inspected regularly. A broken drive belt can leave
your customers stranded. A broken timing belt can seriously
damage their car’s engine. A worn belt can also signal problems with engine accessories. Customers truly appreciate the
time you take to partner with them in the care of their vehicle.
14
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For decades technicians have spotted problems with belts
based on a visual inspection. However, with the newer technologies coming out of the OE channel, certain types of belts
may appear fine on the surface, but up close may not be performing up to snuff. Ensure that your technician customers
know and communicate to consumers that this wear is hardly
noticeable unless the belt is removed and examined closely, to
prevent unnecessary belt failures.

Tip #3

Hoses, like belts, no longer manifest their true condition: a
hose can be close to failure but still appear to be almost like
new. Hoses fail from the inside out, and while the “squeeze
test” may be able to reveal a hose that is ready to fail, this is not
a reliable test. Internal inspection, and the four-year replacement interval, are still the best strategies to ensure continued
proper function.
Explain that drive belts don’t just drive the fan as in the old
days. A consumer who knows what serpentine belts do, and
how they differ from the V-belt (whose functions were much
more restricted), will be much more understanding of the
importance of proper replacement intervals, and the added
parts that may be required in their replacement.

Tip #5

Consider stocking and promoting the use of kits, which in
addition to providing a higher average dollar sale on the
belt-related transaction, provide the more important benefit
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 14

of preventing additional comebacks by ensuring that related
components, such as tensioners and in some cases water
pumps, are replaced at the same time as the belts that drive
them.

Tip #6

Notwithstanding the use of kits, the belt tensioner continues
to be overlooked in serpentine belt maintenance. What is not
always appreciated is that the wear or progressive failure of a
belt tensioner can be an important factor in the failure of a
belt. Accordingly, technicians should be acutely aware of the
symptoms of tensioner failure (see sidebar).

Tip #7

A standard but often overlooked item on any cooling system
service is the coolant itself. The proliferation of colours and
chemistries can cause some technicians and consumers to give
up and opt for the standard ethyl glycol chemistry, whether or
not that is the proper option for the engine.
It is important that you understand the options, the colours,
and the important aspects of the Dex-Cool, OAT, HOAT, ethylene glycol, and propylene glycol options.
One of the most important aspects to consider in the cooling system is that it is part of a system that touches on a variety
of other systems. Emissions systems don’t function properly
without proper engine heat management, coolant levels, and
coolant temperature sensor function; and a failed engine cooling system can strand a driver, or at least leave him uncomfortably chilly on a long winter’s drive home.

Belt Failure and Wear Causes
Symptom: Noisy Drive
Causes:
• Tension too high or too low
• Defective bearings
• Pulley, tensioner, or idler misalignment
Symptom: Shining Belt
Causes:
• Back idler or tensioner misalignment
• Tooth top—tension is too high
• Tooth flank—mismeshing, tension too high or too low
• Belt edge—misalignment
Symptom: Cracks
Causes:
• Backside temperature cooling problem
• Tooth root—pulley polluted or misaligned
• Incorrect tension
Symptom: Dirty Drive
Cause:
• Defective cover—oil, water, or dust intrusion
Symptom: Wobbling Belt
Causes:
• Misalignment
• Defective bearings
Source: Goodyear Engineered Products
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JOBBER NEWS EXCLUSIVE:

AIA 2009 CANADIAN JOBBER SURVEY

Survey Reveals
Opportunity Ahead
Jobbers Play Key Role in Industry’s Evolution
By Bob Greenwood
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A

ccording to the results of the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada 2009 Jobber

Aftermarket
Benchmark Survey
The 2009 Canadian Jobber Survey,

Survey, change is in the wind for the aftermarket in

conducted by the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada,

Canada.

is part of the first annual Canadian

With a significant number of experienced but aging
jobber owners across the country, the transition to the
next generation of jobbers provides an opportunity

Aftermarket Benchmarking Survey,
which also covers the independent
repair and collision repair markets.
The survey analysis was
conducted by Bob Greenwood,

never seen before in our industry, if owners clearly
define a sustainable vision for their business.

president and CEO, Automotive
Aftermarket E-Learning Centre.
He can be contacted at

Future Strategy Lacking for Many
The average jobber in the 2009 survey has 1.7 locations (of which 51% own their own building), and has

greenwood@aaec.ca, or
through www.aaec.ca.
This project was conducted in
partnership with The Automotive
Group of the Business Information

22 years’ experience in the business, as they move

Group, publishers of SSGM,
Jobber News Magazine, Bodyshop

into an average age bracket in the 50s.

Magazine, and l’Automobile.

Unfortunately, the survey results indicate that the
average jobber does not have a formal succession
plan in place. While 38% of respondents are “hoping

Official jobber survey results
and analysis appear exclusively
in Jobber News, shop survey
in Service Station and Garage
Management, and collision repair

to somehow sell to a family member,” a full 30% just

sector analysis in Bodyshop
Magazine. For copies, e-mail

don’t know what they will do.
Continued on page 22

TheAutomotiveGroup@bizinfogroup.ca.
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More Interesting Facts
Nearly 50 questions were

What is your Succession Plan?

asked in the survey, some of
them multipart, so it is
impossible to reveal all the
answers here (the survey is
available from the AIA),
but there are a few
interesting bits of data that
we can include.
Average days accounts
receivable is outstanding:
Median, 40.0; Mean, 41.2.
Total value of your
inventory on hand:
Median, $395,000.00;
Mean, $637,120.32.
Average annual inventory
turns: Median, 3.2;
Mean, 4.3.
Percentage of sales
returned: Median, 10.5;
Mean 10.5.

These facts are disturbing, because it will
affect the business on
many fronts. If the business itself has no clear
direction or transition
plan, how content will
the employees be, let
alone the customers?
How will these two
important groups buy
into a long-term rela-

tionship with that jobber store?
Consider that the main customer base for the jobbers
in the survey is the service and repair shop, providing 80%
of the store’s sales, with industrial businesses coming in
second, followed by collision and repair, and finally, dealerships. Shops are investing in technology, but are their
suppliers?
The aftermarket jobber has largely not embraced technology, as 91% of sales are made over the telephone and only 9%
are made online. This results in a huge cost and inefficiency

to the jobber business that must be aggressively addressed if
profitability and return on investment is to flourish.
As well, if the jobber business is going to be sold to the
next generation, it must be acknowledged that the next
generation lives for technology, which is the world they
were raised in. The average shop owner is facing the same
pressures. Will jobber stores be ready, as their customers
demand online ordering? Today’s jobbers must ask, “What
value is my business, with its old-style practices?”

Number Crunching Reveals Potential
With an average of 1.7 stores, the average jobber business
realized 2008 sales of $2,346,301, averaging $195,525 per
month with 1.2 outside sales representatives. This equates
to $162,710 monthly sales, or $1,952,520 in annual sales,
per representative.
But there are other opportunities to consider.
Assuming the shop is working on a 40% parts margin
and averaging a 1:04 parts to labour ratio, as was reported
in the shop survey, then the current monthly aftermarket
parts purchase potential is $12,642.45 per shop. Some 58%
of shop owners average 2.5
jobbers to source their parts,
meaning the average jobber
is realizing only $5,056.98 per
month in purchases. Some jobbers might think that a shop
with that level of purchases is
darn good, but if the jobber
was to slow down, focus on key
shop clientele, and secure firstcall loyalty, the potential for
growth is 60% (an additional
$7,585.47 per month at 100%).
However, if the jobber were
to obtain even 85% of aftermarket purchases available,
then that would represent an
additional increase in purchases of $5,689.10 per month.
This would mean absolute
business relationships would
have to be in place.

Money Spent During the Last 12 Months
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Motivating Factors:
A Disconnect?
The Partnership Approach
Now if the jobber, in combination with the industry, could
help the shop owner develop his business by guiding the
total shop efficiency to 80%, then using similar facts, the
potential for monthly aftermarket purchases increases to
$20,685.39. That would mean a purchase increase potential
of 76% ($15,628.41 more per month at 100%) or $12,525.60
in additional purchases per month at 85% loyalty.
Is the industry prepared to go after this opportunity?
The math does not lie. The average jobber must consider
absolute first-call loyalty and develop each shop client to its
highest potential. The sales representatives of the jobber
business play a very important role in developing shop/jobber relationships by utilizing key information on each shop
client. It is not giveaways that retain a shop’s business; it is
the business relationship itself and how the jobber can help
the shop owner move his business forward.

Hard Numbers to Swallow
According to survey results, the average store is carrying
$241,581 in accounts receivable, and it takes on average
41 days to get paid. In turn the average store was consistently using $188,000 of its approved bank line of credit of
$277,000 during the full year.
The average jobber in the survey carries an inventory
value of $637,000 and realizes an average inventory turn of
4.3 times per year. This number of annual turns would be
considered quite decent years ago; however, when 10.5% of
all sales are returned and the average total store gross profit
is averaging only 33.3%, the true cost and investment should
be clearly analyzed.
Jobbers should consider implementing a turn/earn
index measurement of 150 into their store lines to maximize
the store’s return on investment (ROI). For example, if a
line produces 40% gross profit (GP), then 150 divided by 40
is equal to 3.75 turns, which is acceptable from that line. But
if a line produces a 25% GP, then 150 divided by 25 is equal
to 6.0 turns, which would now be the benchmark. Gross
profit percentages will fluctuate dramatically as the industry
moves forward. This means the correct inventory levels, by
line, will require a clear management mandate.
Following the math that was reported in the survey, if you
take the total sales multiplied by the average GP percentage
and subtract operating expenses, you discover the average
jobber business is netting 4.3% of sales. This number should
be in the 6% to 7% range, suggesting the average jobber is
having a profitability issue with the business. Management
must get more aggressive with training as there is no better
way to ensure that up-to-date methods are embraced and
put into place throughout the business.

Delivery Issues
One issue affecting the profitability of many jobber businesses is deliveries. The jobbers participating in the survey
average 4.1 deliveries per day to each service shop customer.
This business issue should be addressed, as it clearly reveals
that the shop owner could have non-stocking issues and
operational issues with his own shop, which in turn cost
the jobber money. Also, 90% of the survey participants do
not have a delivery fuel surcharge. Yet they are delivering,
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2009
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on average, to a market
area of 30.5 kilometres
from the store, with the
furthest area being 40.5
kilometres away. At a
33.3% margin and 10%
sales return rate, turning a profit becomes
increasingly difficult as
our industry continues to
change.

Purchase
Motivators

In the Jobber Survey and
the concurrently conducted
Shop Survey, the loyalty
offerings mentioned most
often as motivating factors
differed little—
discounts and technical
training topped the list
for both—though jobbers
ranked hats and clothing
among the top three, in
contrast to shops.

When jobbers are seekNotably, though, jobbers
ing additional benefits
only mentioned business
from their suppliers,
training courses just more
the clear focus (81%) is
on additional parts disthan half as often as shops
counts and labour war(44%); while gift cards
ranty for defective parts
were
noted by 42% of job(72%). The parts issue
shows the aftermarket
bers as a motivator, only
must continue to strive
23% of shops said so,
for fit, form, and funcpossibly pointing to a
tion, while the labour
issue is clearly becoming
disconnect between how
a contentious issue in the
jobbers and shops view
jobber/shop owner busipurchase incentives.
ness relationship.
Consider that since
67% of survey participants are in an associate/shareholder/member relationship,
there is a great opportunity to explore how these affiliations
can support jobber stores and move them to a sustainable
and decent profitability level.
Without clear communication among the jobber, WD,
and manufacturer, it is hard to see these opportunities being
taken advantage of; where it does exist, however, the sky’s
the limit.
Opportunity is here, and with the changing of the
guard—that is, the shift as older members of the industry
move into retirement—now is the time to come together to
ensure those already in the business as well as the next generation in the aftermarket industry all have the opportunity
to excel.
Growth and improvement come not from stagnation but
from change. The industry must invest in itself and redefine
how it should do business.
This survey points out and confirms the issues which the
industry must recognize, but jobbers must also embrace the
opportunities in front of them. Technology, communication,
business acumen, and operational efficiencies are the road
to success. The question is, who will take the same old path
and who will take the detour to success?
AIA members can obtain a free copy of the survey by calling the
AIA offices at 1-800-808-2920. Non-members can purchase a copy
for $74.99 online at the AIA e-Store (www.aiacanda.com).
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Selling Tips:

Motor Oil & Filters
By David Halpert

M

otor oil and oil filters are two product categories that
play an important role in the aftermarket. Both are
part of basic regular maintenance which is considered the
lifeblood of a garage. For a jobber’s DIY customers, motor oil
remains one of the most popular purchase items.

But with the variety of items available on the market
today, how do you go about selling them? Fortunately,
there are a number of keys to selling the product that
can help give you that slight edge over your competitors.
Continued on page 26
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Continued from page 24

1. The Key to Product Placement
It’s always a good idea to make sure your displays are clean,
well laid out, well lit, and easy to shop. Make sure that your
motor oil isn’t front and centre of your store, as most walkin customers will be more than willing to search for their
chosen brand of motor oil, leading them to walk through
the store and possibly purchase other items. Also, be sure
to place related items in close proximity to one another. For
instance, you’ll probably want to place your motor oil near
the oil filter display, along with items such as drain pans,
cleaning products for oil spills, filter wrenches, and oil drain
plugs that might be bought as an added purchase.

2. Know Your Customer
While the technician will look at the overall value of a filter
line, such as cataloguing, SKU coverage, service, etc., the
DIYer is generally more brand-oriented than the technician
customer. Make sure you have a filter display in their retail
presence with your oil, and that your signage, POS material,
as well as the price is properly displayed.

3. The Trend Towards Synthetics
Many experts predict that synthetics are quickly becoming
the wave of the future; not only will the trend to extend
drain intervals become more commonplace, but the need

for something better than conventional motor oil formulations may become increasingly crucial. Also driving the
trend towards synthetics in North America is the need for
OEMs to upgrade their products to meet government fuel
economy standards and consumer demands. Nevertheless,
make sure you have a comfortable mix of different classes of
motor oil—high-mileage, semi-synthetic, basic, economy, in
addition to synthetic—as well as a range of different grades.

4. K
 eep Up to Date with Product
Developments
Motor oil as a product category is constantly in a state of
flux. As changes in vehicle design take place, motor oil
manufacturers must react quickly in order to keep up.
Similarly, manufacturers of filters are routinely required to
make changes to their product in order to provide the best
engine protection. In addition to new developments in oil
and filter technology, other changes to these product categories include changes in packaging, increased coverage,
new product lines, and additions to advertising and display
merchandising. Keep yourself up to date on advancements
in motor oil and filter products, and keep apprised of these
updates to ensure that you’re giving your customers the most
current advice available.

Enter the Jobber News
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CONTEST
Test your knowledge of
synthetic lubricants for a
chance to win a Castrol
Prize pack from
Wakefield Canada.

Presented by
More than ever, consumers are looking to
keep their automotive investment running
longer and more reliably. Do you know the
facts to help them decide?
The use of synthetic lubricants can have a
significant impact on the life of a vehicle.
True or False

Once a car switches to synthetic oil, it has to continue using it.
Most cars can use synthetic motor oils, whether new or old.
Synthetic oils resist oxidation better than conventional oils.
Synthetic oils are only designed for high performance engines.
Synthetic oils are only of benefit in hot conditions and climates.

Enter today for your chance to win a Castrol prize pack from Wakefield Canada.
RETURN THIS FORM TO US AT 416-510-5140
Name:_________________________________Business:______________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________Email:_________________________________________
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Selling Tips:

Ride Control Products
By David Halpert

I

t’s a simple fact that ride control products don’t get
replaced as often as, say, brake pads or tires. They’re less
prone to wear and capable of withstanding years of punishment from the road. Despite this, however, they remain an
essential category.
Some of the tips we’ve received for selling and marketing
ride control products offer simple strategies to help you make
that next sale to your technician customers.

road, relying on a visual inspection isn’t usually good enough
to detect worn shocks. The manufacturers’ recommended
replacement interval for ride control systems is roughly
80,000 km. However, because shock absorbers are made better at the OE level, the units don’t leak as frequently as they
used to, although they do wear out internally.

1. Review Your Inventory

Jobber stores vary from location to location in terms of their
inventory mix; however, there are some basic regional differences when it comes to selling ride control parts and components that can lead to real opportunities in certain key areas.
For example, there are upgrade opportunities for any vehicle
that is used for towing, hauling, or ploughing, regardless of
how many kilometres are on the vehicle. Light trucks are
especially good candidates to upgrade to monotube shocks.

Ride control parts are one of the most undersold categories
in the aftermarket. Because the replacement rates of these
parts are lower, technicians are less likely to check them
during regular maintenance. Similarly, many motorists are
reluctant to replace their ride control parts as a preventative measure, and only do so when it’s an absolute necessity.
Nevertheless, be sure to consult your sales history or vehicle
registration data to make sure your inventory appropriately
fits your market. It’s also very important to have as wide an
inventory as you can, though maybe not as deep. Because
many jobbers get deliveries from the warehouse once a day,
it’s more important that you have the most popular parts on
hand and let the warehouse take care of the depth.

2. Understand the Steering Triangle
The signs of a good suspension, known as the “Safety
Triangle,” are steering, stopping, and stability. While it’s
unlikely you’ll get to test your customer’s vehicle on the
28
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3. Upgrade Opportunities

4. S
 hocks and Struts for Trucks are a Great
Opportunity
“Hauling” can mean anything from a construction worker
loading the back of his truck with equipment and supplies
to a family loading up to go to the cottage every weekend.
Keep in mind that load-assist shocks and struts, or “air
shocks,” can be a viable sales addition for pickup trucks that
carry more weight, such as vehicles that hitch to a boat or
trailer. Most customers don’t know that light trucks have the
highest replacement rates for shock absorbers.
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Being aware of new tools like those for tire
pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) are
key to success in the market.

Super Tips for

Tool and Equipment Sales
By Andrew Ross

T

ool and equipment sales have been, for some jobbers,
alternately viewed as a great opportunity and an enigmatic
market.
The key to unlocking the potential is to know how to
inform yourself and how to inform your clients of what you
have to offer.
Of course, the term equipment is a catchall that can
include everything from a socket wrench to a lift. Regardless,
the jobber salesperson who looks to his clients as a source
for more than parts sales will stand to benefit.
And this may be a great time to be laying the groundwork
for future growth.
“I characterize the market as weak due to the current
economy, but we anticipate it will rebound as the recession
improves. A key market force is the overwhelming need for
ever-increasing diagnostics capabilities at the service level, making it essential for service professionals to keep diagnostic tools
and equipment up to date. This can mean upgrades to exist-
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ing equipment or purchase of the latest equipment,” says Jim
Frazer, director of marketing, Bosch Diagnostic Business Unit.
“No channel has escaped this fact, but as we move forward
there are signs of life as pent-up demand is forcing technicians to replace old and worn tools,” adds Jay Lewis, business
development manager — Americas, Chicago Pneumatic.
“As we’ve seen from first-hand experience, companies who
continue to launch new, innovative products are also enjoying some level of increased sales.”
Of course, sweeping statements are difficult to integrate
into a proper understanding of the market, especially when
you’re talking about Canada. There are different realities
depending on your local market.
“Currently we are experiencing slowness with jobbers
in equipment in only certain regions in Canada,” says Jim
Smith, Canadian sales manager for Rotary Lift.
He concedes that Ontario and B.C. are, in particular, suffering economic downturns, but this is not true across the
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board. “In general, jobbers are seeing some additional business due to the fact that people will repair their car versus
buying a new one in a struggling economy. With all that said,
the jobber business is still more vibrant than the car dealer
business, due to the economic problems.”
This is, of course, the backdrop to the market into which
you must sell.
To get it right, in easy times or hard, requires paying attention to some key points.

Super Tip #1

The jobber is in a good position to market diagnostic tools
and equipment, although diagnostic equipment suppliers
may also market their equipment directly to the service
community.

Super Tip #2

The jobber is available during working hours at a convenient
location to provide his expertise regarding the type, capability,
and quality of the diagnostic equipment available. By keeping
needed equipment in stock and readily available, the jobber
can become a reliable and trusted resource to service professionals, allowing them to focus on their customers.

Super Tip #3

Hybrid-compliant scan tools and multimeters, TPMS tools,
and reflash equipment meeting the J2534 standard are
potential new tool categories to be aware of.

Super Tip #4

Demonstrate awareness of the need for increasing diagnostics capability along with knowledge of what equipment and
tools will best meet the service professional’s needs, and have
the equipment available to sell.

Super Tip #5

Know your competition. Understand that the mobile jobber/tool truck still has the most influence in the technician’s
buying decisions. Mobile jobbers offer a unique bundle of
services, including onsite demos and delivery, credit, warranty, replacement, and a personal relationship.
There is also an increase in technicians’ willingness to purchase tools online, where they can easily shop and compare
many different brands and search for the best deal.
But the stationary jobber, while a significant part of the tool
and equipment market, does not have the tool category as his
sole point of focus. Successful stationary jobbers leverage the
relationships they have with shops through the broad array of
aftermarket products they sell to offer services and benefits
the mobile jobber can’t.
Each of these three channels provides different benefits
for the technician, so in order to compete, stationary jobbers
need to make sure they are providing a service or benefit
that technicians cannot find elsewhere.

Super Tip #6

The jobber is already delivering a wide variety of products
to the technician and certainly tools and equipment can be
a part of the order. The jobber is local, easily accessible for
information and delivery, and can maintain a personal relationship with the customer. The stationary jobber also has
the ability to provide more choices for the technician—as
he is not as limited in shelf space as the tool truck. Also the
jobber can provide immediate tool replacement/purchase,
a service not available from online retailers.

the installer’s location with a sales expert on a regular basis,
they can fill the need faster and with a more personal touch
than anyone else. The installer often depends on the jobber
salesperson, at least the good ones, to support and assist his
business. If the salesperson knows how to develop the account
and has been trained on equipment sales, then he can sell the
installer what he needs. The best jobbers look for the better
equipment to sell, so that they provide tools that will support the installer’s business, which furthers the jobber’s sales
potential in parts, etc.

Super Tip #8

With a personal contact on a regular basis, each salesperson
can be a resource for what the technician actually needs, versus
what they think they want. For example, the tech has seen an
ad for a 9,000 lb., two-post lift that is very cheap. If the jobber
salesperson knows his stuff he can guide the tech to what they
actually need: safety, longevity, security, and value. Price no
longer enters the picture if the jobber salesperson has done his
job and becomes the last concern for an operator of a lift with
a car over his head.

Super Tip #9

Capacity increases and flexibility of functions are both key
factors in lift sales. Vehicles are getting larger (longer trucks
with heavier diesel engines for fuel efficiency) and smaller
(fuel-efficient short wheelbase cars). To lift both, jobber
salespeople have seen the advantages of selling a 12,000 lb.capacity two-post lift that will lift large diesel long box trucks
and today’s micro cars. Three-stage arms can retract further
to easily adapt to short wheelbase cars and yet they extend
further than two-stage arms to allow crew cab long box trucks
to load up safely. This flexibility offers one lift for all of an
independent garage’s needs and expands its capabilities
greatly. This also proves to the installer that the jobber is truly
a resource for his business improvement.

Super Tip #10

Training is the most important factor for jobber salespeople.
Going to a location with knowledge and understanding on
how to solve equipment problems is critical to selling more
equipment. If the jobber has trained his sales staff even
slightly in today’s equipment, they stand a chance to sell more
equipment and have further satisfied customers than those
who do not include training in their plans. This is proven continuously in the field, with trained salespeople selling more
equipment than those with no training.

Super Tip #11

Products that make the job easier, increase productivity, and
are cost-effective are the technicians’ favourites. Technicians
are placing greater value on ergonomics. Warranties are
important as well; technicians need to have faith that the tool
is durable and will last. Tools that can combine these attributes have the most value on the market.

Super Tip #12

Jobbers need to fully understand the value of the technician’s
toolbox in terms of potential revenue. They should learn
about the relevant tasks during a technician’s day and how
those tasks relate to his tool and equipment needs.

Super Tip #7

Jobbers are very good at the single lift sale. As they are at
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NEW PRODUCTS
Gauge Instrument Kits

VDO five and six-gauge instrument kits for applications on performance and muscle cars feature
programmable electronic or mechanical speedometers, electronic tachometers (in six-gauge
kits only), oil pressure, voltmeter, water temperature and fuel gauges, as well as all required
mounting accessories, senders (including the
speedometer sender in kits with electronic programmable speedometers), threaded adapters,
electrical connectors, and easy-to-follow instructions for reliable dashboard installation.
VDO
(610) 289-0488
http://usa.vdo.com

Vacuum Pumps

The new line of Uniweld HummVac vacuum
pumps is now available in Canada. The HVP
6CFM (yellow) and its two bigger brothers,
HVP 8CFM (red) and HVP 12CFM (black),
feature a wide, sure-footed chassis, a slant-back
ergonomically balanced handle, an easy-access
top-mount isolation
valve, a large oil level
sight glass, an accessible gas ballast, and
a low-profile bevelled
oil drain.
Metro Uniweld
Products, Inc.
(800) 472-3129
www.uniweld.com

and 90-degree models. Both models utilize
the same 30 consumables to cover the spectrum of manual plasma cutting/gouging from
20 amps through 120 amps. Designed as an
RPT, the 1Torch can be combined with an
adapter to allow it to be installed on most
competitive plasma systems available today.
Thermal Dynamics
(800) 752-7621
www.thermadyne.com

Long Barrel Air Hammer

Matco Tools introduces its long barrel air hammer with integrated quick chuck on the barrel.
It has a variable
speed trigger for
control and metal
valve assembly for
increased durability. The spring
vibration dampening system allows
for comfortable
use over extended periods of time. The air hammer weighs approximately 5.5 lbs.
Matco Tools
(866) 289-8665
www.matcotools.com

LED Lights

LED Stop/Turn/Tail Lights

Peterson Manufacturing recently released its new
line of LED S/T/T 4” round model lights under
its Piranha brand. The 817-3 grommetmount and 818-3 flange-mount models both contain seven diodes and are
designed with an operating range of
9-16 volts. They feature skirted weld
joints for added protection against
moisture and meet FMVSS 108 requirements. Top positioning is not required.
The grommet versions use 426-18 rubber grommets.
Peterson Manufacturing Co.
(816) 765-2000
www.pmlights.com

Manual Torch

Thermal Dynamics recently announced the
release of its new 90-degree 1Torch. The
manual torch line now includes 75-degree
32
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The illumination from the Hemitech 3 LED
exceeds that of a 60 LED light and provides a
lighting area equivalent to a 75-watt bulb. Its
unique hemispherical lens design provides
a super-wide 70-degree clean, powerful beam
with no hot spots or halos. Its sliding hooks and
optional magnet allow for highly flexible positioning in the engine compartment or work
area.
Cliplight
(800) 526-7096
www.cliplight.com
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Leak Sealer

Rislone’s Liquid Copper Block
Seal Intake and Radiator Stop
Leak Seal is a one-step formula
that permanently repairs leaks in
gaskets, radiators, heater cores,
intake manifolds, blocks, heads,
and freeze plugs. The product
contains an antifreeze-compatible sodium silicate liquid glass
formula, so no draining of the
cooling system is required. The product can
be used with all types of antifreeze including
conventional silicate-based and OAT/HOAT
coolant.
Rislone, Inc.
(800) 521-7475
www.rislone.ca

HVAC Cleaner

Family and Chevy/GMC pumps. This increases
Cardone’s overall Magna-Pure coverage to 90
part numbers, covering over 18 million vehicles
on the road. The Ford C2 family pumps are
available now; the Chevy/GMC pumps will be
released in September 2009.
Cardone Industries Inc.
(215) 912-3000
www.cardone.com

Impact Wrench

The CP7749 half-inch impact
wrench comes with side-toside (S2S Technology) forward/
reverse functionality located directly above the trigger, eliminating wrist and
forearm strain. Its lightweight and compact
magnesium composite design is only 4.37
pounds, 7.3 inches in length, and provides 725
foot-pounds of torque. The tool features a twin
hammer clutch to ensure long-term durability
and power, and a full tease trigger for ultimate
control.
Chicago Pneumatic
(800) 624-4735
www.cp.com

Replacement Headlamps

The Mist Machine is a portable 12V ultrasonic
unit designed to give technicians an added
preventative maintenance service. The unit
utilizes a nano-droplet delivery system that
circulates mist through the vehicle’s HVAC
system, significantly reducing the amount of
contaminants present in the system. The unit
is intended for unattended operation, completes in 15 minutes, and automatically shuts
off upon completion. The product requires
the use of Mist Solution, also available from
the company.
UView Ultraviolet Systems, Inc.
(877) 776-8486
www.uview.com

Power Steering Pumps

Cardone has recently expanded its Magna-Pure
coverage to include 25 new SKUs of Ford C2
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Hella, Inc. has significantly expanded its OE
Lighting Spare Parts Program with the addition of over 50 replacement headlamp parts.
The new parts cover late-model Audi, BMW,
Mercedes-Benz, Volvo and Volkswagen models.
Hella, Inc.
(770) 631-7500
www.hellausa.com

Rocker Arms

Comp Cams Ultra Pro Magnum Rocker Arms
centre around a nearly unbreakable investment cast 8650 chromemoly body. The arched,
web-like design delivers a nearly 29% increase
in strength and rigidity while reducing the
moment of inertia and optimizing the dynamic
balance. Ultra Pro Magnum Rocker Arms feature an oversized trunion and precision-sorted needle
bearings, for use with high load
valve springs. They are available
for most popular Chevy and Ford
performance engine applications
that utilize stud mount rocker
arms.
Comp Cams
(800) 999-0853
www.compcams.com
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For the Counterperson

Knowledge Building:

September 2009

COUNTERPERSON TRAINING

I

t’s one of the most important positions within a jobber store,
yet it has gone underappreciated for decades.
Across the country, a parts counterperson could be male,
female, young, middle-aged or approaching retirement. The
experience level of many counterpeople can vary widely from
extensive to, unfortunately, limited—or even none at all.
However, while there are provincial education programs,
it is common for working counterpeople to have received no
formal education for the position.
Since the invention of the automobile, training for the position has largely been of the sink-or-swim, trial-by-fire method—
a curiously informal approach, considering that most jobber
business owners believe that the performance of counterpeople
can make or break a business.

Changing the cultural perception of an industry position that is relatively underappreciated depends squarely on
addressing the level of training the industry is willing to invest.
Accordingly, the CARS Council is developing 16 online
courses with Durham College in Ontario to address the most
critical training needs for these important jobber-store team
members.
At the first CARS Inside/Outside Sales Training Curricula
Development Project Advisory Committee meeting in June,
there was a consensus amongst the members that times have
changed and the role of a counterperson has never been more
significant. Additionally, it was emphasized that within today’s
highly competitive environment no one can afford to employ a
counterperson who does not possess the requisite professional
skills.
The courses are all focused on providing training that can
improve the current skill level of parts counterpersons to the
level of formally educated Parts Counter Professionals.
The first course focuses on the general responsibilities of the
parts counterperson, but also sets out some firm guidelines for
proper customer communication, such as:

Take a look at a typical advertisement for this position in the
year 2009:
Wanted: Parts Counter Person
Must be reliable and self-motivated with the ability to multi-task.
Additionally, sales skills, computer skills, inventory management
experience, customer service expertise, a positive attitude, and a basic
understanding of automotive systems are also required. A professional appearance is essential, along with the ability to work with
both wholesale and retail customers. Excellent verbal communication
and effective listening skills are required, along with experience in
working under pressure and setting priorities.
The ad is seeking much more than a counterperson. It’s
seeking a professional.
And, moreover, it is seeking a trained professional.

Tip #1: Customers should be addressed within the first 30 seconds
of walking into your business.

Greet them first with a smile and eye contact, followed by an
appropriate verbal statement such as; “Hi and welcome to Parts
Auto...I’ll be right with you.” A smile communicates you are
happy to see them, eye contact establishes trust, and a verbal
acknowledgement lets them know their needs will be handled
Continued on page 36
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Mary Mackie, Edmonton, Alta.
2008 Counterperson of the Year

Do you know who the

Best Counterperson is?
The 2009
2008 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner
comments. While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of
training clinics, proficiency in computer cataloguing programs,
and professional certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts
,
Specialist will all be considered strongly in a nominee s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than
half a century.

The 2009 Jobber News Counterperson
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.activant.com/auto

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award,12 Concorde Place, Suite 800, North York, ON M3C 4J2 or fax to 416-510-5140.

I nominate:__________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this

Who works at ______________________________________

award is:

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

___________________________________________________

My Name ________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Company __________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

___________________________________________________
Please use a separate sheet if you require additional space

___________________________________________________

COUNTER PERSON Jul14.indd 9
Countertalk ad p35.indd 35
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Sales skills are not just about moving product; they are also
about knowing how to handle potential situations that arise
from errors, malfunctions, and unmet customer expectations.

Continued from page 34

Tip # 4: Communicate warranties, refunds, and return policies at the
point of sale.

as soon as possible. They feel like they’re going to be taken care
of, and it is how our customers feel about doing business with
us that either keeps them coming back…or not.
While it has been said that it’s not the level of technical
information that’s important as a Parts Counter Person, the
ability to understand the basics combined with the knowledge
and smarts to find the correct information is vital.

A dissatisfied customer is the result of unmet expectations.
When a customer needs a part in an hour but it’s not going to
make it onto the delivery truck until tomorrow, there’s going
to be a problem. Discuss delivery schedules and advise the customer of delays.
There are also some common problems to which all counterpeople can succumb from time to time. Ways to avoid these
form part of the course wrap-up.

Tip # 2: “I don’t know,” no longer exists in your vocabulary.

The wrong part equals an empty service bay, lost money,
downtime, and an inconvenienced customer on both sides. The
course will address the basics of several vehicle systems, including brake, engine, and transmission systems. You’ll learn the
fundamentals of the disc versus drum braking systems, receive
a crash course on hybrid engine technology as it compares with
the internal combustion engine; a technological section will
include comparative information on manual, automatic, and
CVT transmissions.
Selling skills are critical for Parts Counter personnel, and
building relationships for the long term, not just a quick sale,
needs to be a priority.

Tip # 5: Pay attention to details.

Things like lost or misplaced orders and spelling mistakes ruin
your credibility and the chance to win over customers for the
long-term. If they don’t feel you’re doing the best for them,
they’ll find someone else who will.
Overall, the focus of efforts to improve training at the counterperson level will go far in helping businesses attract and retain
great people who will focus on the customer’s needs and increase
the overall level of professionalism displayed to the public.
This article was produced by Durham College Corporate
Training Services, Curriculum Development Team exclusively
for Jobber News Magazine.

Tip # 3: Learn as much as you can about your customers.

“People don’t care how much you know until they know how much
you care.” Knowledge is power. The more you know about your
customer, the better you’ll be able to service him.
It is critical to acquire the necessary skills to listen effectively,
ask for the order, and upsell successfully.

For more information on inside sales training, visit
CARS OnDemand training at www.cars-council.
ca or contact CARS at 1-888-224-3834

Not all jobbers
were created equal.

National Service Manager
JET Equipment & Tools Ltd., a national supplier of tool
and equipment product lines for the Canadian market.
We are currently accepting resumes for a National
Service Manager. This position will report to the Director
of Product Management.
The National Service Manager is responsible for managing all aspects of JET’s warranty programs, repairs and
testing, equipment calibration, providing technical training
to staff, customers and service schools, respond to all
service related matters, managing of technical service staff
personnel across the country and to ensure a smooth and
efficient operation.
The ideal candidate will have a strong mechanical and
repair background (2 and 4 cycle small engine certificate
preferred) on small engines, hydraulics, material handling
and air equipment, 3 -5 years experience in a similar
managerial role, basic to intermediate knowledge of electrical systems and ability to read an electrical schematic,
ability to prepare and deliver technical training sessions,
excellent written and verbal communication skills and
customer service oriented.
If you are interested in this opportunity, forward your
resume via e-mail to careers@jetequipment.com complete
with a cover letter.

Smart jobbers today are providing their customers with
dynamic, on-line – OnDemand video 24/7 featuring:
• Automotive repair and service technical training
• Light/medium duty truck repair and service technical training
• Service and business management skills
CARS OnDemand training will help differentiate you from the
competition; strengthen your customer ties; improve the bottom
line for installers; and, increase your own profitability.

CALL TODAY:

1-888-224-3834

www.cars-council.ca

Funded in part by the Government of
Canada's Sector Council Program
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact Brayden J C Ford 416-510-5206

HAND CLEANERS

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet
belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines
humming”
ZEX AC Compressors Division of Mister Starter

www.misterstarter.com
Remanufactured/New A/C compressors and
Turbochargers/Superchargers for complete line
of cars and trucks, DOMESTIC & IMPORTS.
Custom Rebuilds also available for your needs.

COLLISION REPAIR
Masters School of Autobody Management
www.masters-school.com
Masters offers a number of
education programs and implementation
follow-up programs designed to take
bodyshops to the next level of success.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Company
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LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES
Empack/emzone Automotive Care &
Maintenance
www.emzone.ca
The high performance
emzone product line
is specially formulated
for your detailing
and maintenance needs. For maintenance:
Lubricants, Brake Cleaners, Degreasers, and
Coatings. For detailing: Glass Cleaners, Carpet
Foams, Tire Shines and Auto Fresh.

REFRIGERANT
Duracool Refrigerants Inc.
www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed by:
Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders
in Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Technology
Guaranteed In writing not to harm any
Mobile A/C System You can feel the
Difference that Quality Makes “Our Formula
Never Changes”.

Marketplace

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for
all your industrial gases
and welding supplies.
Rotary Lift
www.rotarylift.com
World Leader in Lift
Productivity

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited

www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying group and warehouse
distributor that allocates its profits to member
shareholders and provides unbeatable value
for independent jobbers.

Page #

AAPEX (www.aapexshow.com)...............................27
Activant Solutions Inc. (www.activant.com/auto).....35
Agri-Cover, Inc. (www.agricover.com)......................24
AIA Canada (www.aiacanada.com).........................17
Altrom Canada Inc. (www.altrom.com)................... 16
Autologue Computer Systems Inc.
(www.epartconnection.com)............................18, 19
Be Car Care Aware (www.carcarecanada.ca)........29
BestBuy Distributors Limited
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GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of skin care
products and services
for many marketing
including automotive and manufacturing.
GOJO continues to pursue a commitment of
creating well-being through hand hygiene and
healthy skin.

Empack / emzone Refrigerants
www.emzone.ca
Eco-friendly, non-ozone
depleting and system
safe. The emzone
quality A/C Refrigerant
product line includes stop leak, system
conditioner, oil charge, UV dye leak detection,
and dryer offering colder vent temperatures,
improved system efficiency, lower head pressure
and greater gas mileage. Ideal for cars, trucks,
SUVs and tractors.

$899 Parts Store Software
• Reliable. Users have run daily for 8 years
without calling us for help.
• Fast. Make invoices in seconds.
1000s of charge statements in an hour.
• Automatic. Updates inventory, charge
accounts & core tracking.
• Recall & reprint invoices from earlier
today or any time up to 5 years ago.
• Use locally available hardware.
• Up to 37 user stations.
• There is nothing else you must buy.
• Optional Wrenchead cataloging.
• No contract to sign.
• Get our free video & demo disk.

The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group

Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and
performance shops.

Mib

Box 3367, Espanola, NM 87533 USA
505-293-8640
Serving you since 1977 with
honesty & integrity.
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Editorial
Comment

THE BIG ROOM

M

NEXT MONTH

We interview Incoming
AIA chair Brad
Morris, Preview
Las Vegas Industry
Events, look at PBE
Market Developments,
offer Tips for Engine
Rebuilders, and more.
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y job as editor and publisher of this magazine is unique within the
Canadian automotive aftermarket, and while it has its challenges, I
consider it among the best, most rewarding positions to hold in this
industry.
One of the reasons I feel this way is that it allows me the opportunity to learn every day from the brightest, most progressive minds
the industry has at its disposal. Not all are what would be publicly recognized as
captains of industry; some of the greatest insights come from small business owners
who have figured out a way to make a business work in a market space that many
didn’t even know existed.
Of course, the danger of the individualist’s approach, as creative as it might be,
is that often learning is gained purely by personal experience—by trial and error if
you will. That’s great to a point, but it leaves too much to chance and, frankly, the
learning curve can simply be too long.
This industry is full of innovative entrepreneurs and I have met most of them in
a Big Room, at an industry event, learning alongside hundreds of colleagues.
Unfortunately, economic challenges being what they are, those opportunities
have become fewer and farther between in the last couple of years.
While understandable, the long-term impact of having industry players become
more insular is never positive. Yes, online learning is great, but it is best at providing
data and specific process instruction. As an industry, we also need to spend time in
a Big Room with our peers, to really open our minds to new ideas and remind us of
some old ones that still work.
This year, many in the aftermarket will have an opportunity to do just that with
the launch of the AIA’s Ontario Grand Forum on October 21 at the Doubletree
Hotel in Toronto, which will focus on providing repair business owners and their
suppliers at the jobber, WD, and manufacturing level with insights into the market
forces affecting the industry. It is going to be a Very Big Room, and a heck of a lineup of presenters and trainers has been put together by a task force from all sectors
of the industry.
Industry analysts will inform and the breakout sessions that follow will allow
for open discussion. The big picture is important, but exchanging ideas is better
managed in smaller groups and is infinitely better than just passively listening to
presentations. Combining the two is a powerful formula.
Though I fully expect that there will be those who insist that this is not the time
to take time away from work, this is precisely the time to get away from the business
for a day and put some concerted effort into learning with a view to developing
solutions for every business in this sector.
There is so much opportunity for the aftermarket right now that it is going to
take the combined efforts of every sector to handle it properly, or else it might just
be overwhelmed, fail to capitalize, and miss much of it altogether.
And that would be unforgiveable. If you agree, I’ll see you at the event in
Toronto on October 21. I’ll be in the Big Room.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor
aross@jobbernews.com

P.S. We’ll also be hosting the Jobber of the Year Award 25th Anniversary Dinner
that night. E-mail me for details.
Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com News and more by following JobberNews on Twitter.
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Performance You can TrusT
Customers demand quality and reliability, and for
years Goodyear Engineered Products has been there.
Dependable performance in every aftermarket product
and service provided including Gatorback Poly-V belt.

Goodyear Engineered Products Belts & Hose is an
official sponsor of NASCAR Sprint Cup Series. Ask
about the 2009 Promotional Program business growth
incentive with new merchandise and rewards.

w w w. G o o D y E A R E P. C o m / A f t E R m A R k E t

NASCAR Performance is a registered trademark of the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc.
Goodyear Engineered Products in Canada is a proud supporter of The Children’s Wish Foundation of Canada. www.childrenswish.ca

The GOODYEAR (and Winged Foot Design) trademark is used by Veyance Technologies, Inc. under license from The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Goodyear Engineered Products are manufactured and sourced exclusively by Veyance
Technologies, Inc. or its affiliates. The Gatorback trade name is licensed to Veyance Technologies, Inc. by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. ©2009 Veyance Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Veyance Technologies Canada, Inc.
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